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Author Miss Goldie’s New Book “Married to a Kingpin” is a Gritty Tale of the
Drug Trade, Love, and a Life of Prostitution on the Streets of Atlanta

Recent release “Married to a Kingpin” from Page Publishing author Miss Goldie is the
engrossing narrative of a life turning tricks and hustling for survival. Miss Goldie recounts
moments of danger, passion, and success as her resourcefulness enabled her to triumph in
difficult situations.

DECATUR, Ga. (PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- Miss Goldie, a mother and grandmother who married her second
husband when he was released from prison ten years ago and currently owns a detail and tire shop in her
hometown of Atlanta, Georgia, has completed her book “Married to a Kingpin”: an unflinching memoir of life
on the streets.

“Married to a Kingpin” is about a young girl who met a man with whom she falls in love. She’s been with him
for almost two years. The first week she was with him, she realized he was a kingpin. He bought her and her
family everything. They drove Jaguars and a new Blazer truck. He bought her new clothes, jewelry, and furs.
He even took her off the ho stroll. What she didn’t know was that he was married.

Published by New York City-based Page Publishing, Miss Goldie’s candid reflections of her life as a young
mother turning tricks for money and involvement in the drug trade is an eye-opening commentary on the hard
realities of life on the streets.

Readers who wish to experience this gripping work can purchase “Married to a Kingpin” at bookstores
everywhere, or online at the Apple iTunes store, Amazon, Google Play, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or media inquiries, contact Page Publishing at 866-315-2708.

About Page Publishing:

Page Publishing is a traditional New York-based full-service publishing house that handles all the intricacies
involved in publishing its authors’ books, including distribution in the world’s largest retail outlets and royalty
generation. Page Publishing knows that authors need to be free to create - not bogged down with logistics like
eBook conversion, establishing wholesale accounts, insurance, shipping, taxes, and the like. Its roster of
accomplished authors and publishing professionals allows writers to leave behind these complex and time-
consuming issues to focus on their passion: writing and creating. Learn more at www.pagepublishing.com.
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Contact Information
Nichole Hoffman
Page Publishing
http://www.pagepublishing.com
+1 18663152708 Ext: 8283

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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